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SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS.

NORWICH PUBLIC LIBRARY. OCTOBER 19th, 1914.
Mr. J. T. Hotblack, F.G.S., presiding.

The Corporation of Thetford sent for exhibition the bases of two red-deer
antlers, sawn off a short distance from the burr, which had been pared, found at
a depth of 6 feet during sewerage excavations on Bury Road, Thetford, in 1913,
close to a Late Celtic settlement. Similar articles of Late Celtic date have been
found at Walthamstow.

Mr. W. W. R. Spelman sent for exhibition a piece of chalk shaped some-
what like a Neolithic axe, and perforated, possibly for use as a sinker.

Mr. J. E. Sainty, B.Sc., exhibited scrapers found at Corton, Suffolk, and a
series of implements found at Eaton, Norwich, including the base of an
Aurignacian scraper with steep chipping on each side. Neolithic scrapers, and a
Palaeolithic "Drift" implement (4£ in. by 2jj in , broken at one end) with
ochreous patina.

Mr. H. Dixon Hewitt, F. I.C., exhibited surface implements found at
Santon, Norfolk, including a tanged scraper, several scrapers of normal types,
and a fabricator 4 i in. in length and % in. in width, bent at an obtuse angle
i-J- in. from the bulbar end. It was made from a much older and bigger flake
with bluish-white patina, and the re-chipping, though lustrous, is quite black.
Mr. Hewitt considered that the implement proved that the fabricator was not
necessarily an early type, as the re-chipping must be quite late, perhaps Bronze
Age, and that the blue patinated flakes of Santon were much older than the
unpatinated, yet were probably Neolithic, and a later development of the
Grime's Graves culture.

Mr. H. H. Halls exhibited a series of implements from the borders of the
Fenland at Lakenheath, including a fabricator, 2\ in. in length ; a button
scraper ; a white patinated tanged and barbed arrow-head ; a triangular lance-
head (2^ in. by 1-g in.), white-patinated with much ochreous staining on one face,
and a hump on one side about a third of the distance from the base ; a tanged
and barbed arrow-head with blue patina ; a broad leaf-shaped arrow-head
with white patina ; a thin and narrow leaf-shaped arrow-head of yellow
flint, lightly mottled with blue patina ; a leaf-shaped implement with flat back,
finely chipped at one end, and convex face with partial ochreous staining ;
a narrow-pointed leaf-shaped arrow-head with dense ochreous staining ; a
leaf-shaped lance-head (2J- in. by £ in.) with blue patina ; and a triangular
flake, 1 £ in. long, with the ruddy staining found on certain Aurignacian imple-
ments in East Anglia. He also exhibited a large flint anvil chipped to shape,
with one face convex, with the prominent parts battered, and the other concave ;
the latter battered all over its surface, with places where the harder impure
flint has not worn down to so great an extent. Its length is 8^ in., width 4J in.,
depth 4:| in., and it was found while digging a fen ditch in Lakenheath.

Dr. Griffith Williams, of Mattishall, sent for exhibition a polished flint axe
with ochreous staining ; a perforated axe-hammer of igneous rock, found at
Thuxton, Norfolk ; and a cylindrical quartzite implement with pointed ends and
slight groove around the centre.

Mr. H. J. Thouless exhibited an implement found at Norwich showing the
method of making a facetted flint knife before striking it from the core.

Mr. P. E. Rumbelow sent for exhibition a series of fifteen photographs of
the Roman Camp at Burgh Castle, together with a plan of the camp, of two of
the bastions and a section of the south wall. In his opinion the North wall
ended at the top of the hill, where the tile bonds were carried through the
thickness of the wall, whereas in other sections visible the tiles in no case go
far into the wall. The tiles show on the face from 9£ in. to 11 in. in length,
occasionally one 15 in. maybe seen. It seems that 15 in. by about 10 in. by
1^ in. is the usual size. A large quantity of the tiles appear to have turned out
"wasters." Flint flakes are sparingly scattered over the land surface within
and around the walls.
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Mr. Rumbelow also sent a note as to the striation of flints. He stated that
" all my implements (about half a hundredweight) have been found on the
surface of land that has been ploughed again and again, yet only one shows a
doubtful scratch. The absence of scratching and the history of the land surface
is evidence dead against the plough."

NORWICH PUBLIC LIBRARY, DECEMBER !4th, 1914.
The President (Mr. J. Reid Moir, F.R.A.I.') presiding.

Mr. J. Cox sent five flints from glacial gravel at Gresham, Norfolk. Four
of them had the typical patina of stones from the basement-bed of the Norwich
or Weybourne Crag, and two at least were apparently fashioned by man. The
flaking ridges had been abraded subsequent to patination. They were the only
specimens of this shape and colouration found in some hundreds of loads of
gravel.

Mr. J E- Sainty, B. Sc., exhibited a small implement found on the surface
at Cringleford, near Norwich. It was pointed, with a rounded base which had
been chipped so as to be slightly concave, and on each side of the implement
about midway from base to point was a small hollow. It was suggested that it
might be a primitive form of arrow-head.

OPENING OF A BARROW AT SALTHOUSE, NORFOLK.
The following paper was sent by Miss Edith Henderson :—" In October

last I obtained permission from the Heath Commissioners and the Lord
of the Manor to open a barrow on Salthouse Heath, Norfolk. We decided
to try the barrow with the fewest gorse bushes on it ; the others were
far too thickly covered with the bushes for any attempt at digging there
to be possible. This one was on the south-west of the heath, near the road
which crosses it from Salthouse village to the Holt road. It was a round
barrow about 30 ft. across, and sloping gently up to 6 ft. high at the centre.
Some distance away from what we judged to be the centre we started the shaft,
and on reaching the centre made a hole about 6 ft. across. The soil was all
very loose and light, extremely easy to dig once we had taken the gorse roots
out; it was very much broken up, too, by numerous rabbit holes. At about 5 ft.
down we came to the first traces of burning, streaks of black through the soil
which looked like charcoal. Among the stones was a flint flake, and there
were several stones which had been fired. A little lower down the traces of
charcoal increased very much ; mostly it crumbled away with the soil as soon
as it was touched, but we found a few solid pieces, quite small but large enough
for the wood from which they were made to be identified. At the same
depth, a foot or so away, we found some small pieces of pottery, on one of
which was the mark of a rounded band. Below this there was a layer of
stones, the first we had come to except for the few odd ones among the loose
soil. The layer was very hard, and appeared to be undisturbed, at the original
level of the soil. We dug through it, but as there were no traces of the
charcoal below, and there seemed to be the same undisturbed gravel layer all
round, it was evident that the cremated remains were above the ground level.
As it was no use digging lower, we made galleries all round the bottom of the
hole above the gravel, to make certain that we had not missed the main inter-
ment if it were not exactly in the centre. These small caves reached in for
about 3 or 4 ft. all round, so that we searched thoroughly for about 6 ft. round
the centre every way. There were no further relics, except one other small
piece of pottery with the mark of a band on it. The charcoal, Mr. Clement
Reid, F.R.S., F.G.S., identified as that of beech and oak. The pottery unfor-
tunately was not large enough to be dated any more definitely than as of the
Bronze Age, to which period Mr. A. G. Wright, of Colchester Museum, con-
sidered that it belonged."

Mr. W. G. Clarke recorded that the Cantley Sugar Factory was built on
land adjoining the alluvium of the Yare valley and a foot or two above it. In
June, 1912, Mr. Max Martens informed him that at the east end gravel suitable
for foundations was reached at a depth af 8 ft. and at the west end at 17 ft.
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The former section showed 4 ft. of very stiff unguent loam, almost stoneless
above 4 ft. of gravel, and the latter section doubled these. The well, which at
a depth of 195 ft. tapped powerful chalk springs, went through loam, peat,
gravel, peat, gravel. The peat was very solid, was dried and used as fuel, and
contained many roots of trees and pieces of well-preserved timber. Mr. Clarke
also noticed remains of Phragmites, and many sand-grains.

Mr. W. G. Clarke also read a note bearing on the production of sterile
layers in caves or other deposits. He stated that in 29 hours on August 25th
and 26th, 1912, 7'34 inches of rain fell in East Norfolk, and was immediately
followed by great floods. The River Bure burst a dam at Lammas, and as a
result the meadow below it was strewn with an average of a foot of stones,
silt, and mud, brought from miles upstream, and with it many scores of blocks of
peat some 3 ft. high, 3 ft. wide, and 5 ft. long, apparently cut out of a peat-bed
on the south side of the river above Buxton Mill, where a cliff-like section
remained. The peat contained fragments of birch and alder, and alder leaves,
and seemed carr-peat rather than from Carex or Sparganium. The bark was
still adherent to some of the birch, and chlorophyll could be detected in some of
the leaves. A few lumps were very tufaceous, probably a deposit formed by
Chara. In this case one day's abnormally heavy rainfall thus formed a sterile
layer a foot in thickness over several acres, indicating the need for caution in
concluding that sterile layers between implementiferous deposits necessarily
require any lengthy period for their deposition.

NORWICH PUBLIC LIBRARY, JANUARY 25th, 1915.
Mr. H. J. Thouless presiding.

Mr. W. W. R. Spelman sent for exhibition a well-shaped Palaeolithic ovate,
5f in. by 3f in., with lustrous black surface, found by him on the beach at
Eccles-on-Sea, Norfolk, 33 yards due north of the remains of the ruined church,
about half-way between high and low tide mark, lying in a bed of flint stones-

Mr. C. F. Newton sent for exhibition a fabricator, 2$ in. by % in. by \'xn.
thick, highly lustrous, with the beginnings of ochreous staining on one portion,
found by him at Saham Toney. He also sent a note on the striation of flints,
in which he said :—" I think the remarks on the impossibility of scratching on
flints being caused by ploughs and other agricultural implements are final. In
the autumn I had a plough going in a field and owing to the continued drought
it was particularly hard work, and the strain on horses, men, and plough was
much above the average. The plough was an Oliver chilled plough, therefore
of the hardest metal, and I managed to find many cases where a stone rested
embedded on the surface of the sub-soil left as the share cut the furrow. In
some cases the flint had projected above this line, and subsequently received the
full force of the point of the plough, the flint being smashed to shapeless pieces.
Some of course lay so as to get a glancing blow, being scraped by the share,
but in no case did I find a scratch anything like those on the recognised striated
flints, nor have I ever found one on my farm. I brought two specimens home
and the marks on them resembled those made by a graphite or slate pencil

Mr. A. Leslie Armstrong, F.S.A. (Scot.), sent for exhibition a triangular
knife with concave sides and unchipped convex base, found at Lackford,
Suffolk ; a polished adze with straight sides, 4 in. long and cutting edge 1 \ in.
wide, of pure Scandinavian type, found in the fens east of Cambridge ; and a
penannular bronze brooch (1$ in. in diameter) of the 1st or 2nd Century, A.D.,
with the terminals curled back, found on the field west of Grime's Graves,
March 29th, 1914. The pin was still in position.

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS. LONDON,
FEBRUARY 23rd, 1915.

Mr. J. Reid Moir, F.R.A.I., presiding.
Mr. Prescott Row exhibited a "' Thames pick," found at Haslemere, Surrey.
Captain H. W. Seton-Karr exhibited lantern slides of Somaliland imple-

ments, and Egyptian plateau implements found by him. Some were photo-
graphed in situ.
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Mr. H. Morris, of Lewes, exhibited a large collection of " tools and
weapons of proto-man."

NORWICH PUBLIC LIBRARY, MARCH 23rd, 1915.
Mr. H. H. Halls presiding.

Quartermaster-Sergeant J. J. Gurnett, R.A., sent a collection of implements
found in gravel screened from brickearth at Shoeburyness, Essex. The section
in the brickyards showed London Clay topped by fine yellow sand with some
gravel, brickearth (6 to 10 ft.), and surface soil, very gravelly and varying from
2 to 3 ft. in thickness. The top layer was removed and the brickearth treated
in the usual manner, and it was from the residue of the brickearth that the
implements came- He had secured six arrow-heads and about 90 scrapers.
One tanged and barbed and one triangular arrow-head were sent, and six
scrapers of ordinary types, a prismatic tool (much rubbed by use at one end)
and apparently water-worn, and two flakes. These were all lustrous. A well-
chipped implement, shaped like a broad burin, and almost lustreless, was found
on disturbed top soil near where brickearth had been excavated. Four
implements with dull-black patina, like those from the coast peat-beds, were
supposed to come from the gravel beneath the brickearth, but had not been
found in situ. Three Palaeolithic implements, one well-chipped and shaped like
a scraper came from local gravel.

The Rev. H. J. Dukinfield Astley, Litt.D., sent for exhibition a fine horse-
shoe scraper, 3^ in. by 2 | in., found on Fakenham Heath, Norfolk.

Mr. W. G. Clarke exhibited some extremely coarse and crude pottery,
considerable quantities of which were lying on two fields at Cranwich, Norfolk.
Some were submitted to Mr. A. G. Wright, of Colchester, who reported :—
" The light sandy-ware fragments appear to belong to distorted pots, which
suggests that all the friable pieces may be imperfect ware from a kiln. The
light-coloured sherds with offset suggest a Belgic technique. The friability
may be due to a variety of causes, such as imperfect mixing of clay, imperfect
baking, action of soil on same, or to chemical disintegration due to the presence
of calcite."




